
BARBED WIRE – HIGH TENSILE

GAUCHO -- 15.5 GAUGE ¼ MILE - 1320’ PER ROLL

POINTS             WIRE COATING                       SPACING                       WEIGHT                        PRICE

2 CLASS 3 5” 41 LBS $42.99

4 CLASS 3 5” 42 LBS $44.99

Cost competitive barbed wire that is as strong as 12.5 gauge low carbon barbed wire but will last 
longer, requiring little to no maintenance. Gaucho Barbed Wire is made of high tensile wire which 
means even though the wire is smaller in diameter; it still maintains the same strength as conventional 
low carbon barbed wire products.

CATTLEMAN -- 14 GAUGE

POINTS             WIRE COATING                       SPACING                       WEIGHT                        SKU

2 CLASS 3 5” 56 LBS $58.99

4 CLASS 3 5” 64 LBS $66.99

Bekaert’s Cattleman 14g Barbed Wire is A strong, long lasting barbed wire fence on the market and is 
perfect for the most demanding fence jobs.  The reverse twist design and Class 3 galvanized coating 
has proved Cattleman 14g Barbed Wire to be 30% stronger than 12.5g low carbon and Gaucho 15.5g 
High Tensile Barbed Wire. With Cattleman 14g Barbed Wire, you can expect easier installation, 
increased post spacing and less maintenance over time, providing you with the best value.

STAYTITE 50 –  14 GAUGE
POINTS             WIRE COATING                       SPACING                       WEIGHT                        SKU

2 PT ZINC ALUM 5” 56 lbs $59.99
4 PT ZINC ALUM 5” 65 lbs $69.99

StayTite 50 barb wire has the same advantages of Cattleman’s above but includes a Class 40 ZINC + 
ALUM coating lasts 7x longer than standard.

http://fencing.bekaert.com/en/Bekaert%20Fence%20Products/Barbed%20Wire/Cattleman%20Barbed%20Wire.aspx


LOW CARBON BARBED WIRE

For years, this has been the wire of choice for many landowners. Low carbon barbed wire can be easily 
manipulated but is prone to elongation, meaning it will stretch or sag over time. The coating of the barbed 
wire will determine how long it will last.  Low carbon fences are available in two coatings: Commercial and 
Class 1.

IMPORT 12.75 GAUGE

2 COMMERCIAL 5” 77 LBS $46.99

 ¼ MILE - 1320’ PER ROLL

12.5 GAUGE

POINTS                          WIRE COATING                       SPACING                       WEIGHT                        PRICE

2 CLASS 1 4” 78 LBS           $73.99

2 TEX BARB CLASS 1 5” 74 LBS           $64.99

4 CLASS 1 5” 83 LBS           $79.99

BARBLESS TWISTED CABLE 70 LBS           $65.99



FENCE COATINGS

Selecting a wire with the proper coating is essential to protecting your fence from harsh environmental
elements including humidity, sand, soil chemicals, fertilizer, salt, pollution and acid rain.

Commercial wire has no standard minimum coating and is not recognized by ASTM. The galvanization 
will last approximately three months to a year before signs of rust begin to appear.

Class 1 galvanization is the most economical protective coating used on standard fence wire. It is 
considered a basic coating and will last two to 11 years in non-coastal climates.

Class 3 galvanization is the standard on all products including Cattleman, Gaucho, Solidlock and King 
Ranch. It is approximately 2.5 times thicker than the standard Class 1 coating and can be expected to 
last 13 to 30 years before rust. All Class 3 Products meet or exceed ASTM A-121 standards.

Zinc Aluminum (ZA) is a technology developed and produced exclusively by Bekaert. This coating lasts 
three times longer than Class 1.

The 50-Year Fence is galvanized by a state-of-the-art, advanced coating technology. This Zinc 
Aluminum hybrid base coat extends the life of StaTite50 more than twice the life of Class 3 galvanized 
wire and seven times longer than Class 1.

http://50yearfence.com/

	Fence Coatings

